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There is no unique way to define a cosmic void:
●
●
●
●

Hoffman et al. 1982
El-Ad & Piran 2000
Padilla, Ceccarelli, Lambas 2005
ZOBOV Neyrinck 2008 (e.g VIDE)… and many more...
Types of void finders:
– Integrated density
(in mass or in halos)
– Using the diff. density field,
by smoothing or
tessellating the space
– Analyzing the dynamics
(orbits, hessian matrix,
grav. potential)

The Aspen-Amsterdam void finder comparison project, Colberg et al. 2008

depends on what you want to do...

Why do we want to study voids?
●

Plenty of reasons:
–
–
–
–

Curiosity: Obvious features of the LSS
Coherent velocity fields
Primordial environment to study galaxy formation
They are sensitive to the cosmological model:
I. Matter content and growth rate (recall Carlos Correa talk)
II. Dark energy models (e.g. Pisani et al. 2015)
III. Modify gravity models (e.g. Cai, Padilla & Li 2014)
IV. Neutrino mass (e.g. Massara et al. 2015)

Mostly based on void-galaxy cross correlation and
void abundance statistics

Voids as cosmological laboratories
Void-galaxy cross correlation functions:

Correa et al. 2019 (MNRAS in press)

Voids as cosmological laboratories
Void-galaxy cross correlation functions:

Nadathur et al. 2019 (submitted 1 April )

Voids as cosmological laboratories
Void abundance

SVdW model, 2003

•

•

•

•

Excursion set theory can be used to predicts
the void abundances
(Markov process)
The model depends on the cosmological
parameters
Works for voids defined over the mass
Do not work properly for voids identified over
biased tracers

Voids as cosmological laboratories
Void abundance

VdN model, 2013
•

•

•

•

The VdN model fits better voids on simulations than
SVdW
However the parameters for both models (VdN and
SVdW) are largely affected by halo bias
Assumes the conservation of the volume fraction at a
given numerical density (not isolated voids)
Fits ZOBOV once the sample is cleaned….

Zobov or Watershed vs. Spherical underdensity Voids
Padilla and friends...

•

•

•

•

CosmoBolognaLib is a friendly and useful
library on C++ for a wide variety of
cosmological and LSS analyzes.
It has a cleaning module to filter void catalogs
allowing comparison with models
The cleaning on ZOBOV/VIDE is large

When running over integrated density
voids the cleaning algorithm keeps
everything

Popcorn Voids: An improved non spherical (VdN friendly?)
and integrated underdense regions (abundance theory friendly)
The Recipe:
Ruiz et al. 2013: Spherical Voids (as Nelson’s good friend)
1) Maximal Sphere (maximum size, not overlapped)
a) Seeded on low density Voronoi cells (δ < δseed).
b) Radius increases up to a density threshold (Δ < Δlim).
c) Random walking around center until converges
d) Overlapping cleaning

Hardin, Michaels, Saff 2016

Healpix

Fibonacci

The Popcorn correction: add more spheres to fill the void:
2) Over each Maximal Sphere we seed new spheres following
a Fibonacci covering
3) Each seed is expanded again keeping only the largest one
for which the join space of accepted sphere satisfy Δ < Δ lim
4) The whole surface is covered again removing seeds inside
the region.
5) The queue of seeds is visited depending on the sphere size
of the root sphere
6) The process is repeated from 3) until no sphere could be
expanded without satisfying Δ < Δlim or its volume
contribution is below certain threshold (5% to 10%)

The popcorn is then a tree of spheres satisfying the criteria Δ < Δlim

Grandma secret recipe: Computing the volume
●

How to compute the volume of an arbitrarily system of spheres is not trivial
(analytic formula only available for the case of 2 spheres).

●

Montecarlo integration is expensive and imprecise.

●

Luckily this was solved on the context of Chemistry:

●

These results were verified using montecarlo integration being 100x more faster and just limited
by floating point precision.

Popcorn Voids vs. Spherical Voids

ID Parameters:
Δ < 0.9
DM Halo mass > 1010
# Fibonacci seeds = 100
5% correction on volume

Some characteristics of Popcorns:

The intrinsic shape of Voids (not AP or RSD):
Halo shapes isocontours

The shape is computed using a
montecarlo approach:

Halo shapes:

They are more prolate than halos...
Bond & Myers 1996, The Peak-Patch Picture of Cosmic Catalogs:

The extremes (maximal or minimal) in a Gaussian field
are prolate (Could this be used as another probe?)

Paz et al. 2006

Ellipsoidal profiles – Integrated density Δ and normal velocity V┴
Void in Cloud (S-type, Ceccarelli et al. 2013) →
Ellip. Distance:

Equivalent Radius:

← Void in Void (R-type)

Popcorn and spherical void abundances
on biased tracer samples
This work (Δ < 0.9) Halo mass > 1010

Jennings 2013 (Δ < 0.8) Halo mass > 1012

Preliminary results seems promising (at least for me)….
a proper modeling of halo-void bias is needed

Conclusions:
●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

The use of voids as cosmological probes is not only potential is a reality
Void galaxy cross correlation probes have some systematic errors (recall Carlos
talk) however they are now been used on real data
In contrast, studies of the abundance face serious problems due to the bias
effect on theoretical modeling
Geometrical and dynamical distortions on abundance measurements are
correctly assessed (Correa et al. in preparation)
Integrated density void finders seems to relate more naturally with the models
However assuming spherical shape produces some deviations from models like
VdN
Our new void definition have the potential to
describe more accurately abundances while
recovers other sources of information like the
void shape.
However our work is in progress (tons of to-dos)

